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INTRODUCTION
In the design and construction of a radar interme-
diate-frequency amplifier using sub-miniature vacuum tubes
there are certain singularities and defini.tions which must
be considered.
A basic concept must be established to measure the
merit of a given vacuum tube and also, the merit of the am-
plifier stage.or stages including.tbe.coupling network.
The figur.e of merit used throughout this. paper will be the
gain-band-width product:
GxBW=
G is the center frequency voltage gain.. BW is the 3 db
bandwidth,.expressed.1n megacycles, .for a single stage of
amplification using .. a pentode. tube and a single-tuned cou-
pling network.. gl1l is the tube transconductance in micro-
mhos and C is the total shunt capacitance of the stage.
For example, if a type CK605,CX pentode is used, C is
about 12 uur, and gm is approximately 5000 u mhos. The
gain-band-width product for this case is 66.3 MC. This
is a constant for the given.tube and network and is inde-
pendent of the center frequency.
The singularities will be discussed with the assump-
tion that the radar is of the sequential-pulse type. The
intermediate-frequency amplifier, must have a comparitively
low noise figure together with a high gain (abQut 120 db).




faithful reproduction to a pulsed type modulation. A rapid
recovery time is necessary in the amp~ifier to prevent a
strong burst of energy from blocking, it for an appreciable
time. The amplifier will have a comparitively wide band-
,
width (from .5 to 12 Me).
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I SELECTION OF AMPLIFIER CHARACTERISTICS
The amplifier characteristics, frequency, bandwidth,
gain, phase response, and noise figure, all have certain
ideal values if considered independently.. However, they
are all parameters of the overall response characteristics
and are interdependent. Therefore, the selection of any
one of these characteristics represents an engineering
compromise. In this manner the discussion, of each of the
characteristics will be made.
L. Selection of Intermediate Frequency.
Wallman (5) has listed a very complete. set of argu-
ments for both. a low-and a high intermediate frequency.
Arguments for a Low Intermediate Frequency.
a) Criticalness. For a given bandwidth. the relative
detuning caused by tube capacity variations is l.ess for
a low intermediate· frequency. Hence amplifiers of a
given bandwidth and.,. type exhibit less variability be-
cause.of manufacturing tol.erances and tube. replacement
if they have a low center frequency.
b) Noise figure. The optimum. noise. figure attainable
with a given tube type is lower at l.ow frequencies.
c) Input loadingand.M111er effect. The input con-
ductance of a tube due to cathode-l.eadinductance var-
ies as the square of. the frequency, ,and to the extent
to which. this loading is vexing.there is an advantage
in a low- ~termediate frequency. A similar advantage
of a low intermediate frequency follows from the fact
that the susceptance of the grid-plate capacitive feed-
back path. increases with frequency.
Arguments for a High Intermediate Frequency.
a~ Image rejection.
b Small size.
c Separation of video frequencies from intermediate
frequencies.
d) Reproduction of carrier-frequency waveform. In cer-
tain special applications, such as MTI,. the receiving
system must reprod ce the wave form of the modulation
signals or pulses in a manner that depends as little
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as possible upon the chance phase relationship be-
tween the pulse and the intermediate frequency.
This accuracy of reproduction is improved by the
use of a high intermediate frequency. .
e) Automatic-frequency control: local oscillator on
wrong side-of'signalfrequency. The majority of
AFe schemes, although permitting the local oscillat-
or to lock on either side of signal frequency, lead.
to large reducution in performance if the local os-
cillator is on the wrong side. In that case it may
be possible to prevent wrong-sideband locking by
making the intermediate frequency so high that twice
... ·intermediate frequency. exceeds the ,possible excursion
+n local oscillator electrical tuning.
The above consideration of separation of video frequen-
cies from intermediate frequencies is important only with
extreme bandwidths. This is true because the video band-
width is usually made at least half of the apparent band-
width of the intermediate freq ency amplifier, which, in
-most instances, is only a few megacycles.
One of the most important considerations in selection
the intermediate frequency is the ease of manufacture of the
amplifier and its subsequent alignment in the field. From
this viewpoint the iow frequency would be favored.
The intermediate prequencies used in radar receivers
has been standardized, in American and British equipment,
at the values of 15, 30, and 60 Me. The 30 Me frequency
is the most widely used in general search equipment. The
60 Me frequency is more widely used in fire control equip-
ment which employs shorter pulse durations. A commQn fal-
lacy often arises that it is easier to get a large bandwidth
at high frequencies than. at low frequencies •. As pointed
out in the introduction the gain~band-width product for a
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given tube and network is constant and independent of the
certer frequency.
2. Selection of Bandwidth.
The bandwidth is fairly universally defined as the
so-called 3 db bandwidth. The bandwidth BWis that in-
cluded between the two extreme half-power or 3 db points,
using maximum ,gain, as a reference level, with the qual-
ification that, if the gain characteristic exhibits peaks,
no dip shall be more than 3 db lower than any peak.
As will be shown in the discussion of noise figure,
the notse:'is'-di'r:ectlT"pro'portionalto ,the bandwidth. Thus
for the greatest sensitivity a narrow bandwidth ,is required.
However, form the point of view of fidelity of pulse re-
production the greater the bandwidth the better.
The s;ituation is ,somewhat complicated by the variety
of presentation methods, but for most purposes, a bandwidth
in megacycles equal to 1.2 divided by the pulse length in
micro-seconds gives the optimum signal~to~noise ratio. (5)
This consideration--adequate:reproduction of the transmitted
intellegence--sets,tbe '. minimum, bandwidth necessary.
The local oscillator stability and ,the limits of cintrol
of any automatic frequency control circuit that may be used
are important considerations in selecting the bandwidth. This
is especially true for long. pulse durations, which require
comparitively small bandwidths. If the bandwidth becomes too
small the automatic frequency control circuit will not be
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able to maintain control.
Wider bands are used in gunfire-control systems. In
such systems, high accuracy of measurement of range is es-
sential, so the edges of the pulse (against which the range
measurement is made) must be as steep as possible.
Fink (1) has plotted a curve of signal-to-noise ratio
as a function of receiver bandwidth.
,,-:::::.. N oi~e Voltoge (rms)
,/
It should be noted that the smallest bandwidth con-
sistant with the above considerations should be used, as
the noise figure. of the amplifier deteriorates with in-
crease in bandwidth.
3. Gain ReqUirements.
The receiver sensitivity is limited by receiver noise,
and for good performance, this noise must be amplified so
as to give sufficient output for the type of use for which
the receiver is designed. If signals down to noise level
are to be detected adequately, it is necessary to raise
the noise to a level sufficient to produce linear operation
of the second detector. The minimum level at which the
usual second detectors operate linearly is about 1/2 to 1
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volt.
To obtain the exact value of required gain would re-
quire a knowledge of the exact value of the crystal resis-
tance, the noise figures of the amplifier with its associa-
ted input circuit and local oscillator, and.the minimum
desired value of voltage input to the second.detector.
Since only the latter can accurately be specified, assump-
tions will have to be made, and the calculated gain will
be an apprOXimation. However, since the crystal resistance
and the transconductance of the tubes available at the pre-
sent time have very wide tolerances, an approximation is
adequate.
Van Voorhis (6) cites an example to make this clear.
Consider a microwave receiving system where in the
present;state.of the art of r-f amplifiers, crystal
mixers, andi-:-f amplifiers,. the best over-all noise
figure,is attained by immediate conversion of the r-f
signal to an i-f signal in a crystal mixer. For pur-
poses of i-f noise level calculations,. the crystal
converter can be considered to be a resistor of about
3000hms with a noise temperature close to 1. The
crystal resistance is suitably transformed toa value
yielding 0 timum noise figure; the optimum value for
the transformed resistance depends. on center frequency,
bandwidth, tube type, and tube configuration; for a
grounded-cathode pentode at 30MC/sec it is abo t
2000ohms •
. 2The open~circuit thermal agitation moise voltage
is e = 4kTRB;for B =1.6 MC/sec, T= 292°K, the rms
voltage e = 7 uv. If the i-f noise figure is 3· db,
the equivalent noise level at the grid of the first
tube is 10 uv.
Once this value has been arrived at the required gain
can: readily be calculated. In the example above if one
volt were required at the second detector it would mean a
gain of about 100 db.
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4. Phase Response.
Ideally the best phase response would be a perfectly
linear one. Again however, a compromise must be made be-
tween the ideal phase response and the ideal amplitude
response.
In most radar work selectivity is not a paramount re-
quirement,.and the. steep slopes of a highly selective band-
pass may in fact be detrimental to pulse transmission. The
compromise m st be made .with regard to the special type of
radar involved. For MTI and radars with extremely short
pulse duration phase linearity is paramount.
In the next chapter a method will be introduced where-
by it is possible to calculate and plot both the phase
.,
and amplitude response for a given set of parameters.
For illustration of how amplitude and phase distortion
change a pure pulse refer to the figure-'below. A is the
pure pulse, ~ shows amplitUde distortion, Q shows phase dis-
tortion When the signal is really sent befbre it appears,
and~ presents as much phase distortion as amplitude distor-
ion.
JlA
A B c o
5. Noise Figure.
The term noise figure refers to a figure of merit that
- 8 -
compares the actual noise threshold of a receiver with that
of a hypothetical noise-free receiver having the same band,
width•.
In a radar system where the minimum usable signal is de-
termined almost entirely by receiver noise, as distinct from
noise arising from atmospherics~improving the receiver
noise figure is as valuable as increasing transmitter power.
Friis (2) has shown that for two cascaded networks the
over-all noise figure is given by:
noise figure of network 1.
noise figure of network 2, under the condition
that it is fed from a source whose impedance is
equal to the output impedance of network 1.
available power gain of network 1.
If Fl represents the radio frequency plumbing, the
local oscillator, and the crystal detector and if F2 rep-
resents the noise figure of the intermediate frequency amp-
lifier the latter should ideally be equal to one. However,
from an engineering standpoint the valur of F1 must be known
in order to make an intelligent approximation of the design
specification of F2 -
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II DESIGN ,OF AMPLIFIE~
Once the intermediate-amplifier characteristics dis-
cussed in the previous chapter have been selected the design
becomes an engineering problem of realizing the best over-all
comprovise of these characteristics. Paramount in this de-
sign problem are such practical factors as cost, ease of man-
ufacture, and serViceability in the field.
1. Choice of vacuum tubes.
As will be pointed out later, the intermediate-amplifier
may be divided into two sections. The first section wil1 be
referred to as the input stages and the second section will
be the amplifier proper.
The selection of a tube for the input stage depends on
several factors, the most important of-which for most applica-
tions is the equivalent noise resistance, which is the mea-
sure of the noise produced by shot effect in the plate cur-
rent. The transconductance is of importance, as the con-
tributions of later stages can be made negligib~e if the in-
put stage has sufficient gain. The conductances connected
across the input and o,tput must be small.
For the amplifier proper the most important consider-
ations are the gain-band-width product and the input admittance
characteristics.
Since this paper considers only intermediate-frequency
amplifiers using sub-miniature tubes that are currently a-
vailable there is practically no choice of tubes. The
CK605CX,tube (the sub-miniature counterpart of the 6AK5)
posses the best over-all characteristics as listed above.
-10-
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odes, in order to obtain the best noise figure, was the
grounded...cathode followed. by a grounded-grid triode. The
circuit diagram for a Wallman circuit designed for a 30 MC
intermediate frequency is shown below.
8+
In.the above circuit the first tube 1s neutralized-
by L4, which is selected to resonate the. grid-plate capa-
city. Since the plate-cathode capacity of a 6AK5:is:quite
high, L5 is selected to neutralize this capacity.
The above circuit was built using CK605CX sub-minia-
ture tubes in place.of the 6AK5 tubes. This circuit was
in all respects eqUivalent to its miniature tube counter-
part. However it was found that if the suppressor grid
of the second tube was grounded L5 was not necessary. Sinc~
el1minationof th1.scoil would also eliminate a path to
ground for the plate current of the second tUbe, the cir-
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The type of input coupling c.ircuit to use on the in-
put stage depends to a great extent upon the type of detect-
or and the bandwidth requirements. However" to obtain the




Yl is the input capacity and conductance tbatis due to any
ohmic losses in paralles with input. R
eq is a fiotitiousI~whose Johnson-noise, voltage is equal to
- ~~
R"'t: 4k1-B8~
3. Interstage Coupling Circuits.
The obvious purpose of using sub-miniature tubes in
-
an intermediate-frequency amplifier 1s miniaturization. It
is well then to study the construction of the conventional
intermediate-frequency amplifier, with; miniature" tubes .":"
Practically all of these amplifiers consist of shielded
tubes and shielded coils mounted alternately on the top
side of the chassis--the remainder of the components being
"mounted on the bottom of the chassis. In this type of con-
struction about two-thirds of the space is taken up by the
tubes andinterstage coupling coils.





one where all tubes and components are mounted on the
same side of the chassis, the axis of the tube being par-
allel with plane of the chassis. The maximum saving in
space then comes from the use of unshielded,fixed-tuned
coupling coils.
Immediately the question arises as to the relative
merits of single-tuned. coup~ingcircuitsversus double-
tuned ooupling circuits. Although there are many advan-
tages to be gained by the use of doubl'e-tuned coupling
circuits their use can, be ruled out,at this point. The
tolerances involved in. coefficient of coupling, relative
Qts, and'mutualinductance are too small fora very small
fixed-tuned unit. Although small fixed double-tuned cir-
cuits have been made with difficulty in the laboratory, pro-
duction costs on the assemble line would be probibitive.
The problem of interstage coupling now. becomes one
of the gain-band~widthproductand,the choice of cascaded
synchronous single-tuned stages:~versus staggered single-
tuned stages.
Once the gain-bant-width,product has bee~ calculated
the va ue of the stage gain must be approximated. That is,
the maximum possiple theoretical gain should be found. This
can be found from the following equation:
G '= - r 9'"
. "'ell' V'fr f C,p
This is a well known equation which ,gives the theoretical
maximum stage gain without oscillations. Practically, the
stage gain ,should be much less than this. For a high gain
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amplifier with an over-all bandwidth of about 0.5 MC the
maximum usuable stage gain will be about 18.
Cascaded synchronous single-tuned stages are readily
adaptable for high-gain amplifiers where the bandwidth is
not excessive. There are several advantages to be had by
using synchronous-tuned stages. It is the easiest to build
and the most simple to align. For transient response it
is very good--giving a rounded top amplitude response. How-
ever, if selectivity is important it would ,be better to use
stagg~red tuning.
Van Voorhis (5) gives the following desing formulae
for the synchronous-tuned amplifier:
Single stage bandwidth \= :l Tf RC.
Center frequency '= ;2n" L.C
Over~all bandwidth = Single stage bendwidth J V2,'1"- t
n \ :z :3 4 5 b 7 g Cl
{ 2,'/n -, I
.'4 .51 .44 .3Cf .35 .32 .30 .;2 8
The product of gain per stageand.bandwidth over-all
for cascaded synchronous single-tuned stages is thus
'?> m . X ... J :2. v" _I
:llT C V
Because this tends to zero as n increases, it turns
out that for a given over-all gain and tube type the over-
all bandwidth given by synchronous single-tuned stages
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first increases with the number of stages but later de-
creases as more stages are employed. For a CK605CX amp-
lifier of 100 db over-all gain, the maximum bandwidth
attainable with synchronous single-tuned stages is about
6 MC. The number of stages needed for this bandwidth is
23. As a matter of fact it is impractical to build an
amplifier" of .this type if the bandwidth is larger than
about 3 MC.
T~e great advantage,of stagger tuning is that each
stage may be designed for a narrower bandwidth, and hence
higher' gain, than is possible if all the stages are to be
tuned to the same frequency. The additional gain per
stage produces a substantial effect on the over-all gain.
In this way extremely wide bandwidths can be aChieved.
Many design. systems for staggered tuned amplifiers
have been presented, most of which use staggered pairs,
staggered triples,. ,and combinations thereof. However,
most of these systems are lacking in that they do not
offer a method of plotting,simultaneously.both the gain
and phase response. Such a method was developed in the
Philco Research Division and is presented in the appendix.
It is essentially a two part method. In the first part
the poles and zeros of the gain, function of the amplifier
are arranged ,for the desired frequency response. The
second part is the choice and design of the interstage
coupling network to efficiently build up the chosen ar-
rangement of part one.
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4. Decoupling.
At low frequencies it is usual to employ a common vol-
tage bus for all stages, each individual stage being sep-
arately decoupled from this bus by means of resistance-ca-
pacitance.filters. This means that the low-level stages
must be decoupled by an amount greater than the over-all
amplifier gain if serious regeneration is to be avoided.
A much more effective system of supplying. voltage to the
tubes is that using series decoupling. Tbis takes the
form of a series of pi-filter sections ( an inductance
bypassed to ground on both ends by a capacitance). In
this method there is no drop in the supply voltage from
tube to tubedown.the line. The inductance should be a
series resonant coil at a frequency about 15% above the
center frequency of the amplifier. To prevent oscillations
it should be shunted with,a resistor of about 200 ohms.
In the heater supply~-the impedance must have a very
low resistance. Here 0.2 uh chokes are satisfactory and
the voltage drop, when feeding as many as-eight stages, is
not excessive. If more stages are used the heater chain
should be fed from the center.
5. Gain Control.
Variation of the transconductance of the tube can be
accomplished by several means: variation of plate voltage,
variation of the direct current voltage on the control grid,
and addition of resistance in serieswitll the cathode.
The latter two methods are the most extensively used,
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and both are satisfactory, although the cathode-resistance
method has the advantage that variations in tubes are to
some extent minimized at low gby the effective negative
m
'feedbach of the cathode resistor at zero frequency.
An example of the cathode-resistance method can be
seen on the amplifier schematic diagr.am .of page 26.
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III CONSTRUCTION
Once the theoretical design of the intermediate-freq-
uen9y,am lifier has been completed the problem becomes one
of mechanical construction, wiring, and selection of best
type of components to realize the end values of design.
The main problem is to eliminate regene~ation since
it distorts the selectivity characteristic and, in some
cases, causes oscillation. Furthermore, since some effects
are functions of operating conditions,_the selectivity char-
acteristic will change with variation of supply voltages,
setting of gain control, etc.
1. Sources of Regeneration.
Coupling between stages through stray electromagnetic
and el~ctrostatic fields is one of the main causes of re-
generation. Electromagnetic. coupling may be caused by the
proximity of inductances of different stages. This is a
serious problem in the sub-miniatur.e amplifier since all of
the coils are unshielded. Electrostatic coupling is caused
by proximity of components of adjacent stages, especially
if large body condensers are used.
Van Voorhis (5) shows.how'electromagnetic coupling can
be caused by the wave guide effect.
The box, in which the amplifier is mounted might play
the part of a waveguide, and,the coils or other circuit
elements may serve to set up fields in the enclosure.
The cut-off frequency of the wave guide is given by
fc: = ~w
However, it. can also be shown that at a.frequency very
much lower than the cut-off frequency a signal will be
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attenuated 27.3 db in goinga. distance equal to the
width of the waveguide.
Therefore any box likely to be encountered may
be considered as a waveguide below cut-off.· Consider
an amplifier of many 'stages mounted in,a rectangular
box. As the signal goes down the amplifier it is
being continually amplified. If at any point there
is coupling between the amplifier circuit and the wave-
guide-like field it may, product a ,traveling wave back
to the input,. It will be attenuated 27.3 db per wave-
guide width. If it arrives at the input· end suffici-
ently strong to produce a signal voltage, greater than
that originally introduced it might cause oscillations.
Another cause of regeneration is the coupling of ground
.currents. At the frequencies used 1nintermediate-ampl1fiers
of the type,discussedhere""a section .of the chassis. may be
an appreciable part of a wavelength. Thus ground currents
will be set up that produce voltage differences in the chas-
sis. If the ground currents of adjacent stages are coupled
together.. it will cause regeneration.
Radiation froIILlong. leads,is.evenmore important then
radiation from,coils. As frequency increases, two effects
are observed. The size and inductance of the coils decrease
rapidly, and thus the field strength at a given distance
from the coil becomes smaller. The radiation from .any"length·,
of straight lead increases.
Feedback through interelectrode capacitances causes re-
generation. However, thi~ problem should .be taken care of
in the .original design. by neutralization.
2. Procedure to Minimize Regeneration.
,If the'following' set· of rules is followed in the con-
struction of the amplifier the regeneration will be mini-
mized.
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a. Each stage should have all components grounded
in one place with short low inductance leads.
b. stages should. be as close as possible since out-
put capacity is inherent in one stage and the input cap-
acity is inherent in the next.
c. The stages should be in a straight line to min-
imize coupling of ground currents.
d. Inductances should be oriented so that currents
induced in chassis by their fields is a minimum.
e. The components should...be located so there is no
undue electrostatic coupling.
f. Hea t.er. circuits should be carefully isolated so
that feedback :from input. to output terminal. by way of it
is a minimum.
3. Interference from External Fields.
The amplifier should be completely shielded to pro--
tect it from any strong radiation in the vicinity.
This means that all coaxial input and output lines
should be of the double-shielded type.• The coaxial con-
I
nectors should be properly grounded to the outside of the
chassis so that there will be no radiating leads inside
of the chlis'fs.
All holes for ventilation and adJustment must be
kept to an absoluts minimum, and there should be no pro-
truding metalic adjustment rods to act as radiating di-
poles.
4. Construction Materials.
The best construction material for general laboratory
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use is brass. It has good electrical properties, is easy
to solder to, and does not cause electrolysis when bonded
to copper.
However, in damp, climates' brass tends to corrode.
Therefore,. for production the best construction materials
are either cadmium, plated brass or cadmium plated steel.
The latter material is usually used.
5. ' Construction Technique for Sub-Miniature Amplifiers.
The sub-miniature intermediate-frequency amplifier
lends itself readily to a procedure which almost completely
eliminates the major causes of r.egeneration.
Each stage should be built on its ovmsub-chassis as
shown in the di.agram below. The tube is mounted in a small
shield layed, flush, on the sub-chassis. The shield must be
made to fit tightly around the tube and must be well bond-
ed to the sub~chasis. This is important to conduct the
heat to the outer chasis to,be radiated.
Bu-Ho" MICa
Co ricA e t\SE! r-s
t\ d
The condensers are of the silvered mica ,button type
and are either soldered. vertically to the chassis of 'mounted
on an appropriate bracket.
All coils are mounted at right angles, to each other
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whenever possible.
Each sub-chasis contains only the·· components for its
own particular stage as shown in the schematic below.
Each sub-chasis is actually double~backed as shown
below. The purpose .of this will become apparent when it
is seen how the individual stages are joined together.
T v\,e Sh'~'d
In each sub-chassis are several lead-through insul-
ators to carry the signal voltage, heater voltage, and
plate supply voltages to the next stage.
When all of tbe individual stages are completed they
are stacked one upon.the other and connections are made
to all of the lead-throughs. The stacked stages are then
mounted in an outside chassis which is merely a rectangular
box serving asa shield and a mounting device.
The advantage of this type of c.onstruction now becomes
apparent. The end result is essentially a separate shield-
ed box for each individual stage. This completely eliminates
the wave-guide<feedback effect inherent in other types of
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construction. Each stage is both e~ectrostaticallyand
electromagnetically shielded from the adjacent.stages. The
grounds of each stage are made on its own individual sub-
chassis. All of the above advantages are realized with a
minimum of: wasted space.
On the next page is a schematic diagram ,of an inter-
mediate-frequ~ncyamplifier that was built as described
above. It was designed for a gain of 120 db and a band-
width of 400KC at a center frequency of 30 Me, and used
synchronous single~tuned, stages. All of the design spec-
j






































































This appendix is a brief of "Methods.of Design of
.-
High Fidelity Band Pass Amplifiers" by the Philco Research
Division.
1. Introduction.
The method presented here consists essentially of two
parts. First, the poles and zeros of the gain function of
,.
the amplifier are arranged for the desired frequency re-
sponse. Second, the interstage coupling network is chosen
and designed to efficiently build up the chosen arrangement
of the first part.
2. .Effect of Band Pass Portion.
The best way to describe the effect of the bandpass .
portion on the video signal is to determine its "equivalent
video response".
Let AI (jw) represent the ratiQ'of Eout to Ein of the
I. F. across the portion of bandpass system under consider-
ation.
51~ce AI i3 co)'t1plet: ·It·
I~dvdes p~ase $~~ft.
bOIlJ
't'YI =~ mod u 14tibk
:
In'put voltoge -tJu"ouSh poss
-: h'\ocL,)IQ+'~" - f reC\oenc'l
COt't-I'el- f ...e~uency
Ec (I + rn c.os W s t) C C)S We t
E E-E c c.o~ Wc.t + mZc;, COS (Wc+lOs)-t + m~ C cos(w,-c.us)t























It is known that the second detector measures only the
magnitude of M(t) or JMI.
When A1(w)is symmetrical.about We with respect to We.
or when the %modulation is small, the magnitude of the
bracket in M(-I:) may be considered equal to the real part of
the bracket since immaginary is small compared to the real.
IMI-=-\E A( )1[1+~(~A.I(wc..uus)ejlU~T+~ A;lwc-ws)ejeu.st )]c r U4 Al (to,) At (we;)
1M) ~IE A(uJJ/[,+~ejW.ilm(~ AI(tUG-+WS)· ..... ~ At (wG-Ws))]
<: I 'AI (L4Jc..) A; (w,)
£ J A ( ) :: ~ r Jh (Wc+Ws) + A: (wc-u.>s)JCl # 't LUs (2. l Ar ( We) At (t.(J~)
This is the equivalent. video response of the band-pass
system•..
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1IV!' =, Ec AI (w~) I( ,+£ e.i w, t rnl A,,(iv:s) Ie j s6u (UJ5))
1M} :: 'Ec Al (we.) I 1+ m IAv (Wc)) cos (<.us t -f tP .,(uJ..,)) ]
Thus the detector uutput is similar to the carrier
envelope at bandpass input except that the magnitu6e of
the video sine wave modulation has been multiplied by an
amount)A"lw,)}and the phase was advanced ~v (ws). ~v
is usually negative representing a delay.
Ideally IA"'(We) I=-I and ~u (w) increases from zero
linearly in a negative sense with increasing frequency.
Practically speaking, the equivalent video complex
gain of a band-pass system is found for each sine wave of
video frequency by taking 1/2 of the sum of the quotient
of the upper side band gain through the band-pass system
divided by the gain at carrier frequency,. and,the complex
conjugate of the quotient of the lower side band gain di-
vided by the carrier frequency gain.
3. Complex Gain: Locus Method.
Consider the effect on the video frequency response
of a single tuned circuit band pass amplifier stage.
-29-
If the band width of a single tuned circuit amplifier
is known the gain and phase shift for all frequencies can
be obtained by a plot using the circle locus method which




Suppose the carrier frequency is on the low side
at the 70% response frequency. The graph then looks as
on the next page.
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in equation #1.
The gain value is obtained by adding vectorially as




Note that ~~(w)is the value of the. angle through which
either sideband is shifted with respect to the carrier.
The equivalent video response can be readily calcu-
lated rrom the band-pass gain characteristics by the meth-
od set forth above.
4. Nature of Band Pass Amplifier Gain Functions.
Provided there is no regeneration
A(w) ': A,' A1.' .... A1'1
The steady state over-all gain function A =.futLV E,~
For netv~ks made up of a finite number of lumped con-
stants, it follows from a well known theorem or network
-31-
theory that the gain of an amplifier stage
A t\ = En~I ~ l-\ ('\-A'ol) (,\ - Aol.) ( A-ACll) - - .
En - 'r\ (A -"pi ) (A - A" ~) (X - ~ f ~) -
A= j l.\J H., = c. O71StCII,"d no" Ihvo/lll'Hq ~
R (R+I)
orA)\:: r-Q R ~ + QCtt+l} ~ - - - .
b ... A" + bt....,) ~ I\-~) - --
w~e\"-e If ~ ~ ~~
A0 I, ,- - -. a K c1 ~ r' a re Co <n1.s-l a ...-ts d ef e..lf\d ,u9
ol1ly OH " R, L J c's II of -the net wOt-I.:.
~ on::' eE?~oS of ihe,gaiJ1
Xp"':: roles of t ~e ~C'lil1
y = 'j ...
':' C
+j~-IT -
- j ~ LIe -
5. Calculations of Gain and Phase Shift when Singularities
are known.
Since zeros and poles are, in general, complex they
may be plotted on the complex plane (A -plane).
\ _ j eo", \. \. _ j &,...,
Let 1\- >to" - Yo ... e and J\ - ","' - rpm E
Yo" aIld rplM are magnitudes of complex vectors having their
termini at a point ~ and origins at "0'1 and ~r"" respectively.
Q OM and E>rlttare the ang,les formed by the extension of these
vectors with the real ,axis at the point where they intersect
-32-
it.
'AI ~ H ~I t:1. - -_. t; ..
rf'1 rf'1. - _. rrM
d)
e)
A plot of the amplitudes of the gain versus w can
then be determined graphically:
a) Determine zeros and poles of A(~)
b) Plot these on the complex plane.
c) Mark any frequency (or A) at which the gain is
desired on the vertical axis.
Measure with a compass or ruler the distance from
this point mentioned in (c) to each of the poles
and roots. This gives I ~ -~o.. ) '= rott artJ r ~ - ~f'" ) ~ rpM
, I
Divide the product of~~Sby the product of rr~ S
and multiply by the H factor. This gives the
gain for the chosen value of LV •
f) For other values of jw repeat.
In practical amplifiers, there will be no poles and
will seldom be zeros in the positive right half of the
plane. If there were, oscillations would take place.
Every pole or zero (except those at zero or infinity)
in the gain function of a physical network has a corres-
ponding conjugate pole or zero.
ExamPle~1 ~ t iP Ll
- - -':' ...... ......
)
E 2. =' - ~ m f, 0,... I 1y
Y= 'd ~ Jwe i- j~1.= f- (>t\-!Aib)
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Ar, ::: - ~ + j -~ t-I , -£ "r.. = - ~ - j 1/.-2.. _ -s-"Z.:2C 4 c.'" ~c LC 4c~
Af· .~-t \ JW
\ The arrangement of these polles
UJ\
o \ is shown at the left. W o is the
\ ~III=O hypotenuse of a right triangle
w/ whose sides are - ~c and Jic - ?~..,
I
/ givinguuo the value of fLC
). (>l , For a parallel circuit Q -::. woe
. <3
-Jl.U
UJ~@ w~ (J~~~c = = r..
• \ ..: Lu o +' LU
.·l\r l --.;2Q J 0 ., I al.· IIoS Inee lr;-;;" = W o a no ~ ISSWlQ1/ LC 4-c'"
Thus
for circuits with a reasonable Q. As found previously
A(t\) =. - ~ fA _>.p~ (>._ >'Pl) and the location of the two
poles depends upon g, L, and C.
From conventional design by filter theory it can be
shovm that if Q lshigh and if only a small band of fre-
X
variation through the·band of interest.
~""
;:lC (~-'\PI)
The gain magmtude is simp:}..y ~~("'P'
Under the same conditions,.the circuit Y 1s Y .; .:zC(~-~f')
which is ~ convenient approximation for a parallel tuned
circuit Y.
Similarly, an approximate narrow band form for the
impedance -of a series-tuned circuit is z= ....JjLUL+ftc ":.2L (A-A.)
For three cascade stages of sing~e~tunedcouplednetworks
A (~) . ~""" 91'\'\1. ~rt'l~ {
-
<6C,C"tC~ (). - ~f") O.-lpt) (,\ -c\f3)
AI" ~ _ w. , A - - c..vL , Af~ = w '- +JUJ. - - + J uJt. - -2 1- JWs:lQ. p"L ~Q" :It:y3
Each stage contributes one pole to the region near
the pass band and the poles are independently adjustable.
The distance of the pole froID the frequency axis is adjust-
ed by damping the stage, while its imaginary coordinate
is adjusted by tuning.
The poles of a multi-stage amplifier may be arranged
in various patterns which have an important connection with
the performance of the amplifier. The usefulness of this
method of design is seen to result from the fact that the
position of each pole is easily adjusted from physical
constants of the individual stages, and the pole config-
urations corresponding to desirable type of frequency char-
acteristics are known.
When the pole configuration of an amplifier is given
and it is desired to compute the gain versus frequency
and the phase versus frequency characteristics, a semi-
graphical method is convenient. The poles are plotted in
the A plane on a piece of graph paper. To compute the gain
at a particular value ofw ,w~·, measure with a scale the
distance of each pole from the chosen point on the jw-axis.
The product of these distances is inversely proportional
to the gain. By performance of the same procedure for
other values ofw a curve of gain versus frequency can
be plotted.
This procedure for a particular frequency_ ~', is
shown below.
GQI~
(j=
IAI -::. H
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